User-based and item-based collaborative filtering (CF) are two of the most important and popular techniques in recommender systems. Although they are widely used, there are still some limitations, such as not being well adapted to the sparsity of data sets, failure to consider the hierarchical structure of the items, and changes in users' interests when calculating the similarity of items. To overcome these shortcomings, we propose an evolutionary approach based on hierarchical structure for dynamic recommendation system named Hierarchical Temporal Collaborative Filtering (HTCF). The main contribution of the paper is displayed in the following two aspects. One is the exploration of hierarchical structure between items to improve similarity, and the other is the improvement of the prediction accuracy by utilizing a time weight function. A unique feature of our method is that it selects neighbors mainly based on hierarchical structure between items, which is more reliable than co-rated items utilized in traditional CF. To the best of our knowledge, there is little previous work on researching CF algorithm by combining object implicit or latent object-structure relations. The experimental results show that our method outperforms several current recommendation algorithms on recommendation accuracy (in terms of MAE).
Introduction
People quickly reach the point of information explosion with the rapid development of modern technology. However, when facing this vast explosive information resource, people cannot get really useful information for themselves, thereby reducing the utilization of information.
Under the above background, recommender system (RS) [1] came to be and has achieved great success, while gaining the attention of researchers who have developed classic collaborative filtering algorithms [2] - [5] . It helps users handle information explosion problem and obtain their own meaningful information, services, and recommendations more conveniently and quickly. Some examples would be Amazon and YouTube [4] , [6] . For given users, items and ratings, recommender systems attempt to forecast ratings of the unseen items or generate a list of items (movies, music, news, others) that may interest users. The widely used recommendation method includes contentbased (CB) [7] , collaborative filtering (CF) [8] and hybrid approach [9] . Among these recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering is commonly accepted as the most successful one. However, despite it is popular, the current collaborative filtering has its defects, for example, the sparseness, and the cold-start problem [5] . Additionally, traditional collaborative filtering does not consider item's hierarchical structure relation and user's interest shift, which cannot ensure the accuracy for complex items and multiple users. Some research use tag information for solving coldstart problem and achieve good results [10] . Recently, some leading researchers have paid attention to items' semantic similarities [11] , [12] , but the effectiveness is unremarkable.
In this paper, we explore the characteristics of the items themselves, to reduce the sparsity and enhance the precision of similarity measurement between items in collaborative filtering recommendation. We discovered that many items have distinctive features, with some hidden hierarchical structures that can tie items together. Our main method makes use of items' relations from two aspects. First, we use the obvious property feature to describe direct association relations. Second, we exploit the intrinsic hierarchical link to explore items' potential indirect connections. Furthermore, we incorporate the above connections into a comprehensive similarity function, which could take advantage of both methods. It is remarkable that our method can be efficiently utilized in any circumstances with hierarchical information.
Besides, in real recommendations, user's interests change naturally over a long period of time. It is common for their feedback data is ordered by time. Therefore, the basic recommendation technology should be able to dynamically track such changes accordingly and provide timely responses in order to make fast interactive experiences. However, most approaches don't consider the dimension of time and assume user's interests are static. They ignore the difference between current and historical data on the step of predicting current preferences. In order to make timely recommendations, we adopt a strategy which combine a time Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers function on the first step of score predict. It can give more relevance to the current data, and less to the historical feedback information.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Initially, Sect. 2 demonstrates background information and related work. In Sect. 3, we address our own research method in details. Examples and related results analysis are described in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude our paper and present future work in Sect. 5.
Review and Related Works
Recommended strategy is the most critical component in the recommender system, which determines the recommendation performance. Collaborative filtering is the most popular strategy and there has been a significant amount of research on it. Additionally, we also describe the technologies considering item's hierarchical structure and time-aware recommender systems, and emphasize the difference between our method and other work.
Collaborative Filtering
Different from content-based recommender systems, collaborative filtering recommendation methods attempt to predict the ratings for active users on target items based on the items formerly rated by other users with similar tastes [13] , [14] . A large proportion of CF approaches only access the items' and users' identifiers. Thus, they are employed more than CB approaches because they don't require additional descriptions of items or users [5] . As we all know, various collaborative filtering methods have been developed in academic and commercial fields, where they are chiefly used as a tool to personally customize content for a certain customer's requirement in the online retail system. For the above reason that CF technologies afford to promote marketing and increase merchandise sales, of which the successful commercial website Amazon is a significant example [4] , they have attracted great attention and achieved significant progress in the past decade. Collaborative recommendation is the most widely applied method according to Candillier [15] . Moreover, traditional collaborative filtering algorithms are still accessible [16] on account of the classic approach's simplification, reasonability, availability, and stability. In general, the two types of classic CF approaches are the user-based CF method and the item-based CF method.
User-based CF was first presented by group-lens research group [17] . The primary ideas of user-based CF are as follow: firstly, we seek others which have similar preferences previously for a given active user; secondly, for each item which the current user does not have seen, we will compute predicted scores exploiting the ratings of similar users (neighbors) for it. This method is based on two assumptions: (1) If a user has similar preferences in the past, they will continue to have similar preferences in the future. (2) Users' preferences will not change over time. We usually utilize the Person correlation coefficient as the similarity computation for the user-based CF algorithm:
where r u,i, r v,i denote respectively rating of user u, v on item, r u , r v are treated separately as average score of user u, v on all items, ci shows items commonly rated by both user u and user v.
To predict rating of active user u for target item i, we use the aggregation function, defined as follows:
where P u,i representatives the predicted preference of target user u on target item i, N u represents neighbors of user u, r u , r v indicate separately average scores of user u, v on all items, similarly, r v,i shows rating of every neighbor v on item i, sim(i, j) means the adjusted cosine similarity between i and j, the |sim(i, j)| is avoiding the offset each other because the sim(i, j) range is from −1 to 1. There are general optimization schemes proposed in order to improve user-based CF, for instance dividing users into different clusters and significance ranking. However, the progress of cluster users does not consider their evolving interests and intuitively users may have different characteristic degrees in different groups. Hence, in this paper we attempt to achieve efficiency of similarity computation according to essential hierarchical structure between items. Currently, many large-scale e-commerce sites possess millions of users and commodities, user-based CF confronts many serious challenges, such as its difficulty to accomplish the calculation of real-time prediction scores, especially when system scan a large number of potential neighbors. Hence, large-scale e-commerce sites adopt frequently another CF technology proposed by [2] known as item-based CF algorithm because that it is self-adaptability to conduct preprocess. The core idea of item-based CF is that it calculates ratings utilizing similarities between items rather than users. Additionally the algorithm consists of two phases: (1) Similarity Computation. Common Person correlation coefficient used in item-based CF is demonstrated as follow:
where cu shows users who have rated on both item i and item j; r u,i , r u, j are treated separately as rating of user u on items i, j; r u displays average score of user u on all items.
(2) Preference prediction. The prediction rating for a given item can be defined including weighted sum and linear regression below:
where N i denotes the set of neighbors of target item i and r u,i indicates rating of user u on item j; P u,i shows the predicted score of target user u on target item i. However, as far as we know, the pure collaborative filtering has its own fundamental barriers [18] , especially reflecting on the data sparseness. In the actual websites, there are a large number of users and items, whereas users usually rate merely on a small part of items. In a consequence, available data for the calculation of similarity is very extremely limited, which makes it not accurate enough when systems select neighbors. And similarity is difficulty to be counted resulting from the absence of co-raters in traditional collaborative filtering. Even if similarity is calculated, reliability is also difficult to guarantee. Our approach is helpful for mitigating sparseness to a certain extent, since it considers adequately the hierarchical structure of items.
Hierarchical Structure Recommender System
When calculating the similarities of items, the traditional approaches do not take into account the influence of items own hierarchy and characteristics. However, in actual ecommerce recommendation system, hierarchical similarity plays an important role [28] . Hierarchical information is intended to reflect the similarity between items, to some extent. Some researchers think over the impact of taxonomy information on items [19] , yet they ignore the internal relation of hierarchical structure. Additionally, many other researchers study hierarchy from the perspective of semantic similarity [20] , but the effectiveness is not distinct. To the best of our knowledge, there is little work to integrate hierarchical structure similarity measure into recommender algorithms. Cognitive psychology enlightened us to the fact that items intuitively have hierarchical association. Therefore, in this paper, we will explore the innately hierarchical essence to characterize item-item association from two aspects of the direct (the comparison of common attributes) and indirect (construct hierarchical structure trees of items and their attributes). Then we measure the similarity between items by exploring a new calculative strategy that incorporates the above components and rating similarity in a comprehensive and absorbing way.
Time-Aware Collaborative Filtering
Recently, there is an emerging trend that users' behaviors with real recommender systems are becoming highly drifted. So it is rather unreasonable that most existing methods assume users' preferences and items' characters are static. Users' tastes, external conditions such as holidays, and recommender system self are all possible to change as time goes by [20] , [21] . For these situations, it is crucial to dynamically track users' interests and response quickly for improving performances of recommender system. Traditional CF algorithms do not think of these and therefore require continuous training to trace the evolving data. Then exploiting time information has become an effective method to make timely recommendation. Hence, temporal recommendation methods are indeed receiving growing attention. The main feature of handing the time dimension in user profiles is the usage of time information at the rating prediction process, being able to make different recommendations at different recommendation time according to the users' preferences.
In this paper, we adopt a strategy to assign different weights to old and new data and transform the prediction rating formula in the traditional CF algorithm. The straight motivation of our approach is that users' interests naturally evolve over time.
Hierarchical Temporal Collaborative Filtering
In this section, we mainly display the following two aspects' content. One is the exploration of hierarchical structure between items to improve similarity, and the other is the improvement of the prediction accuracy by utilizing a time weight function.
Similarity Methods
This section introduce different methods for calculating the similarity between items. First method is direct hierarchical structure between attributes based on Jaccard similarity. Latent attributes relation between items namely indirect hierarchical structure is used as another method for measuring the similarity between items. Next, we make a linear combination of both aspects as hierarchical structure similarity. Finally, we combine hierarchical structure similarity and rating similarity used in traditional collaborative filtering.
Direct Hierarchical Structure Similarity
According to collaborative filtering in our previously mentioned methodology, we need to compute the similarity between items. In this paper, item hierarchical structure similarity derives from two different aspects mentioned above: item-item direct hierarchical similarity S DH and item-item indirect hierarchical structure similarity S IH .
Given two particular items, i and j, S DH can be calculated by utilizing the Jaccard similarity between the attribute characteristics that the item belongs to. To this point, itemitem direct association similarity S DH can be represented as
where A i A j indicates the number of common attribute features between item i and item j, and A i A j denotes the sum of property features that these two items, i and j possess separately.
Indirect Hierarchical Structure Similarity Refinement
Generally speaking, a recommender system is associated with items that have indirect connections [22] generated from their natural hierarchical structure, by which users can be easily acquainted with different kinds of items. For a user, his/her rating not only expresses his/her direct preference about a certain item, but it also provides a hint about his/herinterest in related items. For example, if Alice rates a particular adventure/fantasy movie 4 stars, in addition to illustrating her opinion about that movie, her rating also reveals her taste. First, adventure/fantasy movies. Second, adventure and fantasy movies in a sense. Furthermore, the existence of these indirect relations could mitigate sparseness effectively. Now, we will discuss the definition of indirect hierarchical structure. Through exploring the potential relationship between items' attributes, we can establish the hierarchical structure graph, shown in Fig. 1 . The structure graph reveals the hierarchical relationships between items. For example, if two movies 1 and 2 have same attribute adventure, then the top layer rectangle indicates adventure. The bottom layer denotes the both items' other attributes apart from adventure. We view the straight line connecting both rectangles as edge, but different colors of edges having different weights. The weight mechanism of different edges is discussed in Formula 9.
Inspired by cosine formula, for any two given objects, we can now define their indirect hierarchical structure similarity formally in Eq. (6) below: From Eq. (6), we can observe that the more similar the hierarchical structure, the more edge weights, numerators get bigger and denominator is relatively smaller according to set theory, the higher value is. Thus, it satisfies the calculation principle of hierarchical structure similarity.
Next, we will discuss the additional core problem of how to calculate the weights of different edges. Apparently, the weight is connected to the level of the edge, so we take the function of each edge's level into consideration. In this work, we adopt Eq. (7) to count weight as follows:
Here, f (x) = ε x shows a certain computation rule, ε is the result related to the corresponding structure, and the computational formula is demonstrated in Eq. (8) as follows:
where N DC represents the directly connected nodes, that is to say, the sum of a node's parent's number and its children's number is the current node and is assigned the value 1. N V is determined by the item's structure and remains unchanged in its respective similarity matching calculation. x = lev (e a ) denotes calculation theorem associated with edge's level, as shown below in Eq. (9):
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To clarify our idea about the indirect hierarchical structure of the items, we illustrate it with the following digestible and accessible example: We assume a simple movie recommender system containing several movies whose corresponding inherent hierarchy is shown above. In Fig. 1 , the bottom layer denotes the items other attributes apart from the common character, the middle layer represents items and siblings (other items covered in the item category), the top layer indicates the items' common category. The top category of the left tree and the right tree are same. Different colors of edge correspond to different weights. Then, the calculation process of the items' indirect hierarchical structure similarity is as follows:
Firstly, according to the Eq. (8), we can obtain ε 1 = 3 4 , ε 3 = 5 6 . Secondly, the different edges' weights of items 1 and 3 are calculated according to Eq. (7) and (9), respectively.
For item 1, the green edge's weight is (3/4) 1/2 , the brown edge's weight is (3/4) 0 and the black edge's weight is (3/4) 1 . For item 3, the green edge's weight is (5/6) 1/2 , the brown edge's weight is (5/6) 0 . Finally, acording to Eq. (6), we can calculate:
For the sake of comparing the calculated results, we also compute that the value of indirect hierarchical structure similarity between items 1 and 2 is 0.96, which is more than 0.88. Apparently, in the items' hierarchical structure trees, items 1 and 2 have more similar structures on account of sharing a common category.
Item-Item Comprehensive Similarity
In this section, we enlighten the item-item comprehensive similarity through combining hierarchical structure similarity and rating similarity. Next, we introduced the general formulations of hierarchical structure similarity and comprehensive similarity respectively. Firstly, the hierarchical structure similarity S H (i, j) between two items, i and j, can be denoted formally as the linear combination of S DH (i, j) and S IH (i, j) by parameters α, β, such that α + β = 1:
Ultimately, deriving from the above components, we eventually express the modified similarity between items based on Eq. (3) and (10) in Eq. (11) as follows:
In this improvement, item-item's similarity is enriched, improving accuracy because it integrates not only rating similarity, but also items' potential hierarchical structure similarity. While there is no hierarchical relationship (λ = 0), the traditional similarity is adopt.
Score Prediction
As we describe previously, the user's preferences are sensitive to time. Therefore, changes of user interest over time should be taken into consideration in final rating prediction. Following this idea, we designed a function f ω u,i (t) to the time t for gradually reducing the influence of prior data and assign greater significance to recent data.
The core of our time-aware collaborative filtering strategy is the concept of temporal relevance function f ω u,i (t). It measures the relation of each rating for recommending at time t, and based on the hypothesis that a user's current taste correlates less with the older rating, should decrease from the perspective of intuition from the time the rating was input t − t u,i ). Our temporal decay function is defined as follows:
where t represents the right now time-stamp, t u,i is the moment when user u rates item i. Actually, we need the t-t u,i , which denotes the time from now (t) to the moment when user u rates item (t u,i ). The t-t u,i is labeled as from 1 to 6 as referenced from [23] . ω is the delay rate. f ω u,i (t) is a mathematical dlcay function(a monotonic decreasing function). The longer ago the user rates an item, the bigger t-t u,i will be, which makes f In the concrete implementation process, the whole data set is divided into six periods according to timestamp. Thus, the possible time function values are shown in Table 1 , if ω = 0.3. Now, we will present how the score prediction of the target user on every target item is counted. Firstly, the whole similarities between a target item and each other item must be calculated. Secondly, top K items with the highest similarities are chosen as neighbors of the target item. Next, we predict the target user's rating for each target item. In our study, the Eq. (4) is revised in Eq. (12) as follows:
Experimental Results and Evaluation
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed HTCF algorithm, we have done several experiments. We compare simultaneously the algorithm's performance with several collaborative filtering recommendation means. In this section, we begin with a description of the experimental datasets and the metric. Then, we proceed to the design and interpretation of experiments. In these tests, we adopt a 5-fold cross verification method. Experimental results are finalized via values averaged five times.
Dataset
We make use of two different datasets. One is the MovieLens dataset, which is the most standard test data of the research subjects concerning collaborative filtering technologies. It consisted of 1,000,209 ratings, where more than 900 users rated about 1,680 movies. In addition, every user averages ratings of no fewer than 20 movies. Scores are integers ranging from 1 to 5. The higher score indicates the user's greater like of the movie. In particular, every score is accompanied by an obvious timestamp, which allows us to address the issue of changes in user interest over time. Additionally, we also incorporated extremely valuable characters regarding categories and attributes, such as romantic or comedy and actors, to investigate hierarchical structure hidden within the items.
The other is Yahoo!Music dataset, which used in KDD CUP 2011. It is a relatively new dataset, which has 262,810,175 ratings of 624,961 music items by 1,000,990 users and each user and item have at least 20 ratings and genres. A distinctive nature of it is that there are four kinds of musical items: tracks, albums, artists, genres, tied together within a known taxonomy, and forming a four level hierarchy.
All the experiments were conducted with datasets divided as an 80%-20% train-test ratio. 
Evaluation Criteria
To estimate the accuracy of the prediction scores, we employ the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which is the most classical and commonly practical measurement benchmark in the territory of recommender system [24] - [27] as its simplification and perceptual comprehension in calculations. The MAE is a metric of deviation between predicted ratings and user's actual values. For a given dataset, we will practice model in the training set and predicate in the test set, and then compute the MAE, so it is determined by calculating average value of all the unseen item's predicted grades compared to real values. It can be given formally (14) by:
where p u,i identifies the predicted rating the user generated to the item i and r u,i is the real rating of a hidden item i the user existed in the test dataset and n stand for the number of tested ratings. As we known, the lower the value of MAE is the higher prediction accuracy the recommendation algorithm achieves.
Parameter Adjustment
Recall that the parameter α and β indicate the weight of direct and indirect hierarchical structure similarity respectively. And the sum of both is equal to 1. λ controls the ratio of traditional rating similarity and hierarchical structure similarity in our proposed comprehensive similarity calculation. When λ is equal to 0, we could obtain the standard item-based collaborative filtering. Otherwise, we could adjust the parameter values of λ and α to take into account hierarchical structure similarity. Apart from the above parameters, ω also plays an important role. Time function give more weight to recent rated items, less relevance to the past, and ω controls the decline rate related to time. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed algorithm HTCF, we test all the value of α, β, λ and ω from 0 to 1 with step is 0.1. Trough 11*11*11 times experiments, we find the best optimal MAE is got while α = 0.3, β = 0.7, λ = 0.2, and ω = 0.4, using MovieLens dataset. Similarly, the best results were obtained when α = 0.3, β = 0.7, λ = 0.3, and ω = 0.4 with music dataset.
To understand how these parameters work and which parameters are important to accomplish the better performance than the traditional methods, we measured the performances of HTCF as we increased the value of α from 0 to 1 by 0.1, while holding the other parameters at their optimal values which are obtained by the experiments. The MAE with the step of 0.1 of α, λ, ω as shown in table 2. For example, on the evaluation of α in MovieLens dataset, we keep λ = 0.2 and ω = 0.4 while changing α from 0 to 1 by 0.1. Similarly, we keep α = 0.3 and ω = 0.4 while changing λ from 0 to 1 and we keep α = 0.3 and λ = 0.2 while changing ω from 0 to 1.
In Table 2 , we also calculate the change rate of MAE according to α, λ, ω separately. The change rate is calculated to verify the effect to MAE while the parameters changed. We also use the absolute change rate to represent the effect. In the bottom of table, the bold numeric is the average rate with parameters from 0 to 1. The average change UBCF  IBCF  HCF  TCF  GIS-GD  HTCF  UBCF  IBCF  HCF  TCF  GIS-GD  HTCF  K=3 Further more, we uss liner regression to analysis the 11*11*11 MAE data, and we get the result as shown in Table 3. From Table 3 , the Sigs of α and ω are close to 0. So, the parameters of α and ω more important to to accomplish the better performance.
We use Table 2 and Table 3 from two view to proof that the α and ω are the main improvement to increase the recommendation accurate.
Performance Comparison
In this section, we estimate several recommender approaches listed in Table 4 . We make experiments for various neighbors (K) from 0 to 30 by 5, and the results on MAE are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 2 .
According to Table 3 , we proposed the combination of hierarchical structure and time information based collaborative filtering (HTCF) outperforms other approaches. And K = 15 is the optimal value for two datasets. Additionally, we can see from Fig. 2 that HCF (which only considers hierarchical structure) outperforms TCF (which only considers temporal relevance based on the traditional collaborative filtering).
Conclusions and Future Work
In traditional CF recommendation methods, item's hierarchical structure and user's preference drifts are not considered. However, they shouldn't be ignored in real recommender system. Therefore, we explore a novel similarity measure method based on item's hierarchical structure and exploit a time decay function for weighting rating. A distinct feature of HTCF is that we propose a new structure similarity measure for item hierarchical structure. Such evolution can overcome above barriers of traditional collaborative filtering technology. We perform a series of experiments to evaluate HTCF and compare our method with several state-of-art CF recommender algorithms. According to the results of experiments, we demonstrate the advantages of HTCF. In particular, our system results in the improvement of recommendation quality of CF-based technology.
However, our approach also has a limitation. We need to select the most optimal values of given parameters by a series of experiments. However, they are different for different datasets. Therefore, the performance of our proposed algorithm will decrease when selecting most proper parameters' values.
In future work, we will enhance our algorithm by considering parallel computing method for improving the efficiency of our algorithm on larger scale datasets. That is to say, how to combine HTCF algorithm and hadoop so as to enhance the speed of similarity calculation.
